
Tank Bag 15

Aluminum Black Side and Top Cases  12

Adventure Jiffy Stand  10

Reach Solo Seat 8

PAN AMERICA™

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ADVENTURE TOURING

RA1250  |  VIVID BLACK

Let’s get exploring. Rugged aluminum cases and tank 

bag hold all your adventure gear, while the lightweight 

Screamin’ Eagle® Street Cannon muffler offers a soul-

stirring tone. A Reach® seat dials in the fit for comfort 

on the endless road or trail.



Wild One Heated Hand Grip 22

Sundowner™ Solo Seat 8

Screamin’ Eagle®  Quickshifter 16

Adventure Jiffy Stand 10

PAN AMERICA™ SPECIAL 

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ADVENTURE TOURING

RA1250S  |  FASTBACK BLUE/WHITE SAND PEARL

The adventure begins here, with trail-ready and 

waterproof detachable soft luggage and the all-day 

comfort of a Sundowner™ seat and heated grips. Forget 

the clutch with a Screamin’ Eagle® quickshifter and stay 

focused on the path ahead. It’s a long one.
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D. DAYMAKER® ADAPTIVE HEADLAMP UPGRADE KIT – 
PAN AMERICA™
See more road at night. Daymaker® Adaptive Headlamp 
technology utilizes motorcycle sensors to determine the lean 
angle of the bike and automatically projects additional light 
into corners to illuminate areas of the road that may be unlit 
by an LED headlamp without this technology. The system 
includes three LED elements per side in a separate lighting 
unit located above the main Daymaker LED headlamp. The 
LED elements illuminate in sequence based on motorcycle 
lean angle, at 8 degrees, 15 degrees and 23 degrees. Each 
element will fade on during the activation and off during 
deactivation, appearing seamless to the rider. The system 
functions when the headlight is in either high-beam or low-
beam mode. Engineered by Harley-Davidson® for ideal fit and 
function. Original Equipment on the Pan America™ 1250 
Special model 
69202757
Fits ’21-later RA1250 models. Original Equipment on 
RA1250S models.

E. DAYMAKER LED FORWARD AUXILIARY LIGHTS
These rugged auxiliary LED lights offer three-way function that 
will serve the adventure touring rider in any situation. Installed 
as a pair, each light has a three-beam, four-lens design within 
durable aluminum housing. In daylight these lights also make 
the motorcycle more conspicuous to other motorists. The 
factory-integrated design makes these lights easy to install 
and a perfect fit and look on the bike. Three-way functional-
ity: Fog lights produce a wide pool of light directly in front of 
the motorcycle to light the edge of the road in low-visibility 
conditions. Driving lights punch light further down the road 
to augment headlight performance. Off-Road beams deliver 
275-meter forward visibility and 50-meter side visibility to light 
up the trail (not street legal). Powder coated lightweight alumi-
num housing. High-impact hard-coated and anti-fog coated 
outer lens. Installation requires separate purchase of Auxiliary 
Light Installation Kit.

68000340
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models equipped with 
Original Equipment Brush Guard or accessory Brush Guard 
P/N 49000192, and ’14-later Touring models. Separate 
purchase of model-specific installation kit is required.

Also available:
 AUXILIARY LIGHT INSTALLATION KIT –

PAN AMERICA™
Installation kit includes a wiring harness, mounting brackets, 
and switch pack for installing Daymaker® LED Forward 
Auxiliary Lights.

68000343 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

PAN AMERICA™ 7
 Lighting

E. DAYMAKER LED FORWARD AUXILIARY LIGHTS

D. DAYMAKER ADAPTIVE HEADLAMP UPGRADE KIT

6 PAN AMERICA™

 Windshields

A. ADVENTURE WINDSHIELD – 18" CLEAR
This windshield is approximately 2.5 inches taller than the 
Original Equipment windshield for added protection from 
the elements.

57400454 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

B. ADVENTURE WINDSHIELD
This windshield is approximately 4.5 inches lower than the 
Original Equipment windshield and allows most riders to see 
over the windshield. 

Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

57400456 11" Dark Smoke. 
57400499  11" Clear. 

C. TANK KNEE PAD KIT  – PAN AMERICA™
These self-adhesive black rubber pads are easy to install and 
feature tapered raised ridges that complement the styling of 
the seat, and add traction and comfort when knees grip the 
tank. The two-piece kit offers protection for surfaces where 
rider legs and riding gear contact the tank.

57300291
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. A. ADVENTURE WINDSHIELD – 18" CLEAR

B. ADVENTURE WINDSHIELD – 11" DARK SMOKE

C. TANK KNEE PAD KIT

E. DAYMAKER LED FORWARD 
AUXILIARY LIGHTS

D. DAYMAKER LED FORWARD 
AUXILIARY LIGHTS
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E. TACTICAL HAND GRIPS
A black rubber grid pattern with deep grooves provides 
outstanding grip for rider comfort and confidence in any riding 
condition.

56100402  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RH1250S models. Does not fit 
models with original equipment heated grips. Models with 
Bar End Mirrors require separate purchase of P/N 55801095 
qty (2).

F. TACTICAL HEATED HAND GRIPS
Get more comfort and control with these heated grips. Heat 
settings are controlled with a military grade resistor, and use 
a thermostat to automatically monitor and adjust heat output 
relative to the ambient temperature. A heating element wound 
internally to the grips provides consistent and even heat-
ing. The grips feature a black rubber grid pattern with deep 
grooves that provide outstanding grip for rider comfort and 
confidence in any riding condition.

56100401  
Fits ’21-later RA1250S and RH1250S models. RH1250S 
models require a Digital Tech update by a Harley-Davidson 
dealer.

G. PAN AMERICA™ TALL RISERS
Gain comfort with these Tall Risers, which move the handlebar 
up and back 2 inches compared to the stock riser. Improves 
seated reach for riders with shorter arm length. Improves 
control and comfort when the rider is standing on the foot 
pegs for off-road travel.

55900241  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

H. PAN AMERICA STEERING DAMPER KIT
Rocks. Ruts. That deep sand washes. Ride it all with more 
confidence after installing this Öhlins™ steering damper kit, 
designed and validated by Harley-Davidson specifically for the 
Pan America™ 1250 model. This premium steering damper 
enhances dynamic performance, especially during aggres-
sive off-road riding. You’ll moto with less fatigue and enhanced 
control. Get out there. Reduces fatigue by damping handle-
bar motion while off-road. Kit includes bracket, damper, and 
necessary Installation hardware. Factory designed for ideal fit 
and function.

45700068 . 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 models. Original Equipment on 
RA1250S models.

 PAN AMERICA™ 9
 Adventure Hand Controls
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 Seats

A. SUNDOWNER™ SOLO SEAT - PAN AMERICA™
Have miles to ride before you sleep? The new Sundowner™ 
Solo Seat for Harley-Davidson® Pan America™ 1250 models 
can help keep you comfortable and alert until the next gas 
stop or camp site. Its enhanced bucket shape and spherical-
void foam construction is designed to reduce numbing pres-
sure points, and waterproof construction means you won’t 
have a soggy bum after the rain quits. Factory fit retains your 
bike’s tool storage and high/low position features. Treat your 
passenger to a matching Sundowner™ Pillion (sold sepa-
rately) for two-up comfort. 

52000478 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

B. SUNDOWNER PASSENGER PILLION - PAN AMERICA
Provides a passenger Sundowner comfort with style that 
matches the Sundowner seat. Wider shape than Original 
Equipment pillion for added passenger comfort and confi-
dence when riding on or off road. Designed for Original 
Equipment mounting points and does not compromise rider 
seat features. Waterproof construction and seam sealed stitch 
lines prevent water from soaking into the foam and leaving the 
rider with a damp bum.

52400249 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models equipped with 
Sundowner Solo Seat P/N 52000478.

C. REACH® SOLO SEAT – PAN AMERICA
The Reach® Solo Seat lowers seat height by 1 inch to optimize 
fit for riders of shorter stature, while retaining full functional-
ity. Helps many riders get feet down with confidence at a stop.
Retains the two-position seat adjustability feature to fine-tune 
rider ergonomics. Retains easy access to under seat tool stor-
age. Replaces only the rider seat position. Matches the style of 
the Original Equipment seat

52000471 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

D. TALLBOY® SOLO SEAT – PAN AMERICA
For riders with a longer inseam, a Tallboy® Seat moves the rider 
up from the stock seating position and places the body for a 
natural arm and leg reach to the controls. The Tallboy Seat 
increases seat height by 1". Opens the rider’s hip/knee/ankle 
angles for more comfort, especially over longer distances. 
Gives the rider a more-commanding position and view of the 
road or trail ahead. Retains the two-position seat adjustability 
feature to fine-tune rider ergonomics. Retains easy access to 
under seat tool storage. Replaces only the rider seat position. 
Matches the style of the Original Equipment seat.

52000472 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

H. PAN AMERICA STEERING DAMPER KITG. PAN AMERICA TALL RISERS – BLACK

E. TACTICAL HAND GRIPS

F. TACTICAL HEATED HAND GRIPS

B. SUNDOWNER PASSENGER PILLION - PAN AMERICA

A. SUNDOWNER SOLO SEAT - PAN AMERICA

C. REACH SOLO SEAT – PAN AMERICA

D. TALLBOY SOLO SEAT – PAN AMERICA

Tallboy Seats

Reach Seats
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D. CENTER STAND
The Center Stand supports the parked motorcycle in an 
upright position. Raises the rear wheel off the ground for 
easier maintenance and tire changes. With the Center Stand 
deployed, the parked motorcycle takes up less space than it 
would leaning on its side stand. Pre-assembled with springs 
in place.

92900066  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 models. Original Equipment on 
RA1250S.

E. RADIATOR SHIELD
The mesh Radiator Shield attaches to the front of the radi-
ator to protect it from small stones and other debris, espe-
cially when riding off road. The factory-integrated design of 
this shield ensures a perfect fit and easy installation, and its 
mesh adds rugged style to the bike.

57200258  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

F. BRUSH GUARD*
Tackle tough off-road situations with confidence. The Brush 
Guard is designed to protect the radiator shroud and other 
components from damage due to passing brush along a 
trail, and in the case of a tip-over. Factory-integrated design 
ensures a perfect fit and easy installation. Rugged tubular 
steel construction and durable Satin Black finish matches 
motorcycle frame.

49000192  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 models. Original Equipment on 
RA1250S.

G. PAN AMERICA™ HAND WIND DEFLECTORS
Add protection from the elements. These lightweight Hand 
Wind Deflectors help keep wind, insects, small stones and 
small branches from impacting the rider’s hands and provide 
added comfort in cool weather. Easy to install on Original 
Equipment mounting points.

55900297  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 models. Original Equipment on 
RA1250S.

H. HEADLAMP GUARD
Tackle tough off-road situations with confidence. The rugged 
mesh is designed to help protect the headlamp from impact 
damage and debris and adds rugged styling. The factory-inte-
grated design ensures a perfect fit and easy installation. Does 
not degrade headlamp performance.

67700555  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

 PAN AMERICA™ 11
 Vehicle Protection

A. SKID PLATE
Tackle tough off-road situations with confidence. The acces-
sory Skid Plate replaces the Original Equipment skid plate for 
added protection from flying rocks and impacts during off-
road riding. Heavy-duty aluminum construction. The factory-
integrated design ensures proper fit and easy installation.The 
Skid Plate also gives the motorcycle extra rugged style.

49000191 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

B. MUFFLER GUARD
Tackle tough off-road situations with confidence. This rugged, 
tubular steel guard is designed to protect the muffler from 
damage during a tip-over event. The factory-integrated design 
ensures a perfect fit and easy installation.

47200732 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

C. ADVENTURE JIFFY STAND FOR PAN AMERICA™ 1250 
MODELS
Heading off-road on a Harley-Davidson® Pan America™ 1250 
model? This Adventure Jiffy Stand offers added stability on 
soft surfaces and is an ideal factory fit. Jiffy stand features a 
60% larger footprint compared to the Original Equipment jiffy 
stand for more-secure support when parking the motorcycle 
on soft ground. Does not alter the height of the jiffy stand to 
maintain original lean of bike when parked. Factory designed 
for easy installation, an ideal fit and maximum durability. Does 
not change lean angle when motorcycle is cornering.

50000248 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models without Adaptive 
Ride Height.
50000264 
Fits ’21-later RA1250S models equipped with Adaptive Ride 
Height. 

10 PAN AMERICA™

 Vehicle Protection

F. BRUSH GUARD

D. CENTER STAND

E. RADIATOR SHIELD

*WARNING: These guards may provide limited leg 
and cosmetic vehicle protection under unique circum-
stances (fall over while stopped, very low speed slide). 
They are not made nor intended to provide protection 
from bodily injury in a collision with another vehicle or 
any other object.

H. HEADLAMP GUARDG. PAN AMERICA HAND WIND DEFLECTORS

A. SKID PLATE

B. MUFFLER GUARD

C. ADVENTURE JIFFY
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 PAN AMERICA™ SPORT LUGGAGE
Designed primarily for on-road touring, Sport Luggage 
offers a smooth aesthetic and presents a clean silhouette 
on the motorcycle. Mounts are designed for easy installa-
tion and removal of the luggage and leave a clean look when 
the luggage is removed. With a gasket in the lid, each piece 
is waterproof and passes a rigorous Harley-Davidson water 
intrusion test. Each luggage piece has an integrated handle 
to make it easy to carry off the bike. Locks are keyed to the 
motorcycle ignition. 

E. PAN AMERICA SPORT TOP CASE
The top case and its mount (sold separately) are designed to 
maximize loading capacity without compromising ride and 
handling. Luggage volume capacity: 36 liters. Luggage weight 
capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds).  

Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires sepa-
rate purchase of Top Case Mounting System P/N 53000800. 

53000751 . 

F. PAN AMERICA SPORT SIDE CASES
The mounts for left and right side cases are part of the motor-
cycle, so when the cases are removed there is no extra hard-
ware left behind to clutter the styling. Luggage volume 
capacity: Right case 30 liters, left case 35 liters. Luggage 
weight capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds) in each case.

90201973  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

G. PAN AMERICA SPORT TOP CASE LINERS
This water-resistant liner is designed to fit perfectly into 
the Sport Top Case. This liner features heavy-duty zippers, 
comfortable carrying handles and convenient D-rings 
for optional shoulder straps.

53000862  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. equipped with 
Sport Side Cases P/N 90201971.

H. PAN AMERICA SPORT SIDE CASE LINERS
Simplify packing and unpacking your motorcycle. These liners 
are designed to fit perfectly into Sport Side Cases. These bags 
feature heavy-duty zippers, comfortable carrying handles and 
D-rings for optional shoulder straps.

90202220  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. equipped with 
Sport Side Cases P/N 53000753.

 PAN AMERICA™ 13
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 PAN AMERICA™ ALUMINUM LUGGAGE
All rugged aluminum luggage was created in collaboration 
with SW-MOTECH™ for on- and off-road travel. Each piece 
has been designed and tested with the motorcycle to ensure 
factory-quality fit, durability and reliability, without compro-
mising motorcycle handling or lean angle. Both the cases and 
mounts have passed Harley-Davidson static tip-over tests. 
The anodized or painted finish is easy to clean and prevents 
oxidation. With a gasket in the lid, each piece is waterproof 
and passes a rigorous Harley-Davidson water-intrusion test. 
The cases each have integrated handles and bungee eyes, and 
a single key locks each case closed and locks the case to its 
mount.

A. PAN AMERICA ANODIZED ALUMINUM TOP CASE
Luggage volume capacity: 38 liters. 
Luggage weight capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds).

53000814 Clear Anodized. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of Top Case Mounting System P/N 
53000800.

B. PAN AMERICA ANODIZED ALUMINUM SIDE CASES
Luggage volume capacity: Right case 37 liters, left case 45 
liters. Luggage weight capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds) in each 
case.

90202082 Clear Anodized. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of Side Case Mounting System P/N 
90202087.

C. PAN AMERICA ANODIZED ALUMINUM TOP CASE – 
BLACK
Luggage volume capacity: 38 liters.
Luggage weight capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds).

53000816 Black. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of Top Case Mounting System P/N 
53000800.

D. PAN AMERICA ALUMINUM SIDE CASES – BLACK
Luggage volume capacity: Right case 37 liters, left case 45 
liters. Luggage weight capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds) in each 
case.

90202088 Black. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of Side Case Mounting System P/N 
90202087.

B. PAN AMERICA ALUMINUM SIDE CASES – CLEAR ANODIZED F. PAN AMERICA SPORT SIDE CASES

A. PAN AMERICA ALUMINUM TOP CASE – CLEAR ANODIZED E. PAN AMERICA SPORT DETACHABLE TOP CASE

C. PAN AMERICA ALUMINUM TOP CASE – BLACK G. PAN AMERICA SPORT TOP CASE LINERS

D. PAN AMERICA ALUMINUM SIDE CASES – BLACK H. PAN AMERICA SPORT SIDE CASE LINERS
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 PAN AMERICA™ ADVENTURE SOFT LUGGAGE 
The Adventure Soft Luggage line is intended for the hard-
core off-road rider. Designed specifically for motorcycle use, 
these durable bags resist damage if the bike tips over. The 
bag material is waterproof, exterior pockets have waterproof 
zippers, and the roll-top closure creates a weather-tight seal, 
so you can ride with confidence knowing that gear will stay 
dry no matter the conditions. The roll-top design and multiple 
compression straps make it possible to cinch the load tightly, 
and give this luggage flexible capacity. The bags are reflec-
tive to enhance their visibility in low light conditions. Includes 
universal mounting straps.

A. PAN AMERICA  ADVENTURE SOFT SADDLEBAGS
Adventure Soft Saddlebags are supported by the Side Case 
Mounting System (sold separately). Luggage volume capacity 
is 25 liters in each bag. Weight capacity is 10 kg (22 pounds) 
in each bag. Sold as a set of two bags with mounting straps
Installation requires separate purchase of Side Case Mounting 
System P/N 90202087.

90202107 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of Side Case Mounting System P/N 
90202087.

B. PAN AMERICA ADVENTURE DUFFEL BAG
The Adventure Duffel Bag has extra-large volume capacity but 
can be compressed to match the volume of the contents and 
be as compact as possible. Duffel can be secured to the Top 
Case Mounting Plate (sold separately) behind the seat or on 
the passenger pillion in front of a hard case. Luggage volume 
capacity: 2,440 cubic inches (40 liters). Luggage weight 
capacity: 22 pounds (10 kg) P/N 90202087.

93300142 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

C. PAN AMERICA™ TANK BAG
Keep essentials and a mobile device handy on the ride. 
Designed specifically for Pan America™ 1250 and Pan 
America™ 1250 Special models, the bottom of this tank bag 
is co-molded to fit over the plastic cover on the top of the fuel 
tank for a secure, custom fit. Touch-sensitive window over the 
top pocket that enables function of a mobile device stored in 
the pocket. A water-resistant rain cover has a matching touch-
sensitive window. A compartment designed to hold an auxil-
iary lithium battery is located below the device pocket, and 
has a port for a charging cable. The interior of the bag is high-
visibility orange to make it easier to see contents. Side pock-
ets are fleece-lined. Bag has a top carry-handle, pockets and 
dividers inside the bag. A leave-behind strap to secure bag 
can be tucked under the front of the motorcycle seat when 
bag is not in place. Luggage volume capacity is 8 liters. Weight 
capacity is 2 kg (5 pounds).

93300129  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

D. PAN AMERICA SIDE CASE MOUNTING SYSTEM
Factory integrated design mates perfectly to mounted points 
on the motorcycle. Installing and adjusting the system is 
simple and does not require specialty tools. Built to demand-
ing Harley-Davidson specifications to ensure gear is protected 
in the most-rugged conditions. 

90202087  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

E. PAN AMERICA TOP CASE MOUNTING SYSTEM
Required for installation of Aluminum Top Cases or Sport Top 
Case. Optimized load points ensure system is durable. Can 
also be used to support and secure Soft luggage.

53000800  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

F. PAN AMERICA PASSENGER BACKREST PAD
Optimize passenger comfort when Aluminum Top Case is 
installed.

53000847  
Fits ’21-Later RA1250 and RA1250S models equipped with 
Aluminum Top Case P/Ns 53000814 or 53000816.

 PAN AMERICA™ 15
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A. PAN AMERICA ADVENTURE SOFT SADDLEBAGS

B. PAN AMERICA ADVENTURE DUFFEL BAG F. PAN AMERICA PASSENGER BACKREST PADE. PAN AMERICA TOP CASE MOUNTING SYSTEM

C. PAN AMERICA TANK BAG

D. PAN AMERICA SIDE CASE MOUNTING SYSTEM
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 Screamin’ Eagle™ Performance Parts

A. SCREAMIN' EAGLE® QUICKSHIFTER FOR PAN 
AMERICA™ 1250 MODELS 

5

Shift in an instant. The Screamin’ Eagle® Quickshifter provides 
clutchless up and down shifts without risking transmissions 
damage. When foot shift control is engaged fuel and igni-
tion are cut within milliseconds, which unloads the transmis-
sion allowing you to fly through up-shifts without touching 
the throttle or clutch. Shifter signal also blips the throttle for 
seamless down-shifts without using the clutch. Precise shifts 
are accomplished in an instant enabling smoother, stress-free 
control in on- and off-road situations. Installation requires a 
dealer Digital Technician™ update/flash.

32700151  
Fits ’22-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Installation 
requires dealer Digital Technician update.

B. SCREAMIN EAGLE® STREET CANNON MUFFLER – 
PAN AMERICA™ 

5

Realize a significant weight reduction and a deep, sporty 
exhaust tone with this Screamin Eagle® Street Cannon 
muffler, designed specifically to fit right and look great on 
Pan America™ 1250 and Pan America™ 1250 Special models. 
Weighs 42 percent less than the Original Equipment muffler. 
Durable construction includes a titanium shell, carbon fiber 
end cap and a stainless-steel mid-pipe. The deep and sporty 
exhaust note is stirring but not extreme. Engineered with the 
motorcycle for easy installation and seamless fit. Combine 
with a Screamin Eagle® Extreme-Flow Air Cleaner or Screamin 
Eagle® High-Flow Air Cleaner for the ultimate Screamin Eagle® 
combo.

65600389 Titanium. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

C. SCREAMIN EAGLE AIR FILTERS

 1. SCREAMIN EAGLE® HIGH-FLOW
AIR FILTER – ROUND 

5

This washable and reusable filter is a direct replacement for 
the original equipment filter and provides the same air flow 
performance as the original equipment.

29400020  
Fits ’21-later RA1250, RA1250S and RH1250S models.

 2. SCREAMIN EAGLE® HIGH-FLOW
AIR FILTER – HOMEPLATE 

5

This washable and reusable filter provides 5 percent more air 
flow to the engine compared to the original equipment filter.

29400426  
Fits ’21-later RA1250, RA1250S and RH1250S models.  

 3. SCREAMIN EAGLE® EXTREME-FLOW 
AIR FILTER – PAN AMERICA™ 

5

This washable and reusable filter is specifically designed for 
off-road environments with off-road specific filter media.
Provides 9 percent more air flow to the engine compared to 
the original equipment filter to allow the engine to breathe in 
all types of riding conditions. Clean, dry, and re-oil to reuse

29400427  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. 

D. CARBON FIBER EXHAUST SHIELD INSERT
The lightweight carbon fiber exhaust shield helps keep heat 
away from the rider’s leg while adding a touch of style to 
the exhaust shield. Hand-laid carbon fiber construction is 
extremely light weight and strong. Designed for easy instal-
lation over the existing exhaust shield. Reflective heat shield-
ing material bonded to the backside of the insert. Adds a style 
element to complement the Screamin Eagle® Street Cannon 
exhaust system.

65400648  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

E. PAN AMERICA™ ROUND STYLE LOCKING FUEL CAP
Secure and safeguard your fuel supply. This locking fuel 
cap was designed and tested by Harley-Davidson specif-
ically for Pan America models. Key slot is hidden from view 
and protected from the elements by a swing-away cover that 
features Bar & Shield logo. Includes parts and instructions to 
match the locking cylinder to your factory key set.

61100188  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

F. PREMIUM INDOOR/OUTDOOR COVER
This custom water-resistant motorcycle cover is an ideal fit 
for Pan America models and is adjustable to fit well with or 
without luggage installed on the bike. Durable materials and 
construction help protect the motorcycle from the elements 
when stored indoors or outdoors. Weather-shielded vents in 
the top of the cover promote air circulation to reduce moisture 
build-up and minimize corrosion. Integrated storage pouch 
with compression buckles permits convenient packing and 
conserves valuable luggage space. Reflective Bar & Shield 
logos make the motorcycle more visible in low light conditions. 
The cover skirt features front and rear adjustable drawstrings 
to cinch the cover and a belly strap to reduce ballooning in the 
wind. Convenient opening near the front wheel for a security 
chain or cable, and internal pocket that accepts the optional 
Cover Alarm (P/N 69000038, sold separately)

93100070  
Fits RA1250 and RA1250S models.

G. 80GRIT™ RIDER FOOTPEGS
The rugged 80GRIT™ Collection  foot controls combine form 
and function with the feel of an old-school BMX-style footpeg.

Fits rider position on 21’-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

50501383 Black. 
50501390 Raw. 

H. 80GRIT™ SHIFTER PEG
The rugged 80GRIT™ Collection  foot controls combine form 
and function with the feel of an old-school BMX-style footpeg.
Aluminum material with rugged styled edges, which comple-
ment the styling of the footpegs.

33600306 Black. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

 PAN AMERICA™ 17
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5Harley-Davidson® motorcycles modified with some 
Screamin’Eagle® Performance products must not be used on 
public roads and, in some cases, may be restricted to closed-
course competition. These performance parts are 49-state 
U.S. EPA compliant but are NOT compliant for sale or use in 
California on pollution-controlled motor vehicles. California 
guidelines on tampering can also lead to substantial fines and 
penalties. Screamin’ Eagle® Performance products are 
intended for the experienced rider only.

C. SCREAMIN EAGLE AIR FILTERS

B. SCREAMIN EAGLE STREET CANNON MUFFLER – 
PAN AMERICA

H. 80GRIT SHIFTER PEG – BLACKG. 80GRIT RIDER FOOTPEGS

F. PREMIUM INDOOR/OUTDOOR COVER

E. PAN AMERICA ROUND STYLE
 LOCKING FUEL CAP 

D. CARBON FIBER EXHAUST SHIELD INSERT

1 2

3

A. SCREAMIN' EAGLE QUICKSHITER FOR PAN AMERICA 1250 MODELS

5
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E. MICHELIN® ANAKEE WILD OFF-ROAD TIRES
 All-new compounds, combined with an innovative tread 
pattern inspired by Dakar winning MICHELIN® Desert Race® 
tire, offering extraordinary longevity for extended adventure 
On/Off-road traction, handling, and precise steering thanks 
to an innovative tread pattern. The alignment of the scoop-
shaped, staggered tread blocks offer traction on soft terrain 
and in all conditions. Resistant to damage and high temper-
atures due to optimized tread depth and a new compound.
Excellent longevity. These tires may be installed on the Original 
Equipment cast aluminum or laced wheels

*Tires requires the purchase of a Digital Technician™ update 
completed by a Harley-Davidson® dealer.

 Michelin® Anakee Wild Off -Road Front Tire
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

43100049 120/70R19. 
 Michelin® Anakee Wild Off -Road Rear Tire

Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.

43200050 170/60R17. 

F. GENUINE HARLEY-DAVIDSON® OIL FILTER – BLACK
Trust the fit and performance. This Harley-Davidson® oil filter 
is the same Original Equipment filter that is installed at the 
factory. Designed and quality-tested for the Revolution® Max 
1250 engine.

62700280 Spin On 
Fits ‘21-later Revolution Max engine equipped models. 

G. PAN AMERICA™ ENDCAP STYLE FILTER WRENCH
14900138 Spin On 
Fits ‘21-later Revolution Max engine equipped models.

H. H-D™ GENUINE SYN BLEND MOTORCYCLE OIL 
Genuine SYN Blend Motorcycle Oil is a formulation engineered 
by Harley-Davidson and factory tested for optimal perfor-
mance. This oil blends premium base stocks with premium 
Harley-Davidson proprietary additives for:
• Optimized durability. 
• Minimal friction loss. 
• Wide ambient operating temperature. 
• Superior durability for engine components over a wide

operating range and temperature. 
Supports tighter engine tolerances in colder temperatures. 
Formulated for optimal clutch, engine, and transmission 
performance. Facilitates long life of emission components, 
including exhaust catalysts.

Fits ‘21-later Revolution Max engine equipped models. 

62600099 Quart, US 
62600102 Quart, AP 
62600100 Litre, Can 
62600101 Litre, EMEA/LA 

I. HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT SPARK 
PLUGS
Stock replacement spark plugs.

31600190  
Fits ‘21-later Revolution Max engine equipped models. 

J. SCREAMIN' EAGLE® PERFORMANCE SPARK PLUGS
For Standard Compression Applications. Ribbed Core 
Technology (RCT) provides resistance to plug fouling. 
Designed with Original Equipment-style noise suppression 
to limit electrical interference with radios and communica-
tion equipment. Plated Jacket helps prevent corrosion in 
harsh weather and temperature conditions. Unique style with 
Screamin’ Eagle logo. Sold in pairs

31600180  
Fits ‘21-later Revolution Max engine equipped models. 
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E. MICHELIN ANAKEE WILD OFF-ROAD
FRONT TIRE

E. MICHELIN ANAKEE WILD OFF-ROAD
REAR TIRE

F. GENUINE HARLEY-DAVIDSON 
OIL FILTER – BLACK

G. PAN AMERICA ENDCAP STYLE
FILTER WRENCH

K. H-D GENUINE SYN 
BLEND MOTORCYCLE OIL

I. HARLEY-DAVIDSON ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT 
SPARK PLUGS

J. SCREAMIN' EAGLE 
PERFORMANCE SPARK PLUGS

A. LACED WHEELS
This laced wheel is as rugged as it looks. A new design has an 
aluminum rim and carbon steel with zinc plated spokes. The 
spokes are inserted through the aluminum wheel rim outside 
of the tire bead. An ideal wheel set for serious off-road adven-
ture riding. Anodized matte black rim and gloss black acrylic 
e-coat hub. Strong, durable design intended for challenging 
off-road duty with no compromise of on-road performance. 
Design permits the use of a tubeless tire, which eliminates the 
weight of an inner tube. Spokes are repairable in the field with-
out removing the wheel from the motorcycle.

43300821 19" Front. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of (qty 2) Front Brake Rotors P/N 
41500195, (qty 10) Brake Rotor Hardware P/N 41500020 
and Wheel Installation Kit P/N 42400038. 
40900814 17" Rear. 
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. Requires 
separate purchase of Wheel Installation Kit P/N 42400039. 

B. WHEEL INSTALLATION KIT (ABS) – FRONT
Enables installation of front Laced wheel

42400038  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. 

 WHEEL INSTALLATION KIT (ABS) – REAR
Enables installation of rear Laced wheel.

42400039  
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models. 

C. MOTORCYCLE TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
The Harley-Davidson® Tire Pressure Monitoring System 
(TPMS) displays current front and rear tire pressure on the on 
the display screen and displays an indicator to alert the rider 
when tire pressure is low, and the pressure should be checked.

Fits ’21-later Pan America™ models (except Japan) equipped 
with laced wheels. 

42300150 

Fits ’20-later Touring and ’21-later Pan America (except Japan) 
with cast Original Equipment or Accessory wheels that accept 
a TPMS sensor.

42300124A 

D. HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOOL KIT – PAN AMERICA™
A tool kit designed specifically for Pan America™ 1250 models. 
Provides tools necessary for external service and mainte-
nance of your vehicle.
Kit Includes:

• 6" long nose locking pliers with wire cutter, Curved jaw line-
man pliers with wire cutter

• L-handle 1/4" square drive, 1/4" square to 1/4" hex adaptor, 
1/4" 8mm square drive

• 32mm flat wrench, 36mm/22mm flat wrench
• 14mm spark plug wrench, 6" adjustable wrench
• 22mm X 2cm hex large
• 1/4" hex drive bits: T25, T27, T30, T40, T45, T50, 4mm, 5mm, 
6mm, with 9-bit holder

• 5 ft. length of 1.6mm safety wire, Duct tape roll 48-75mm 
width X 2 meters, Zip ties: (5) 6" long and (5) 12" long

• 2 tool handle extensions and tool pouch

14900127  
For use with ‘21-later Revolution® Max models. 
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D. HARLEY-DAVIDSON TOOL KIT – PAN AMERICA

B. WHEEL INSTALLATION KIT (ABS) C. MOTORCYCLE TIRE PRESSURE
MONITORING SYSTEM

A. LACED WHEEL – 19" FRONT


